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integrated architecture builder (iab) is a tool that supports a design methodology for automation systems. the ia can provide information such as network topology, design rules,
schematic, and bill of materials for a complete system. in the past, this information was obtained by physically removing boards from an instrument and sketching an electrical

schematic of the instrument. with the ia, the entire system can be built in a matter of minutes and can be generated from a graphical user interface (gui) tool, using either local or
remote server resources. omni is a distributed real-time system software platform that integrates the power of real-time computing, network communication, and distributed

architecture. it provides real-time capabilities within the most complex and distributed systems, so you can quickly develop real-time embedded systems and control applications.
the rockwell automation product line offers a complete family of products for the hmi market, from portable, small footprint devices to larger, desktop-like solutions, all delivered as

a solution, from a single source. with the hmi line, you can choose from a range of integrated, packaged automation products, including easy-to-use hmi controls, smart displays,
and wireless systems. pneu is a new control system, such as a plc, that can be integrated with iab software or directly with motion analyzer. it has been developed in close

collaboration with the major players in the industrial market and, together with iab, offers a control system solution that provides flexibility to use pneu in an automated process for
the first time.
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integrated architecture builder (iab) is a tool that supports a design methodology for automation
systems. the ia can provide information such as network topology, design rules, schematic, and bill

of materials for a complete system. in the past, this information was obtained by physically removing
boards from an instrument and sketching an electrical schematic of the instrument. with the ia, the

entire system can be built in a matter of minutes and can be generated from a graphical user
interface (gui) tool, using either local or remote server resources. omni is a distributed real-time

system software platform that integrates the power of real-time computing, network communication,
and distributed architecture. it provides real-time capabilities within the most complex and
distributed systems, so you can quickly develop real-time embedded systems and control

applications. the rockwell automation product line offers a complete family of products for the hmi
market, from portable, small footprint devices to larger, desktop-like solutions, all delivered as a

solution, from a single source. with the hmi line, you can choose from a range of integrated,
packaged automation products, including easy-to-use hmi controls, smart displays, and wireless
systems. pneu is a new control system, such as a plc, that can be integrated with iab software or

directly with motion analyzer. it has been developed in close collaboration with the major players in
the industrial market and, together with iab, offers a control system solution that provides flexibility

to use pneu in an automated process for the first time. 5ec8ef588b
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